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Athenian neoclassical residence in the 19th century:
A photography collection

Societe Generale’s architecture in Africa
Farid Ameur
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nlike many other credit establishments, Societe Generale showed
little interest in the French colonies
and remained on the fringes of this trend. It
stayed out of sub-Saharan Africa, merely taking part in underwriting French West Africa
and French Equatorial Africa bond issues
and the securities of companies doing business in Africa, particularly railways and harbours. Eventually however, Societe Generale
did cross the Mediterranean, but only as far
as the French protectorates in North Africa.
It was not until 1911 that the bank set up its
first branches in Tunisia – in Sfax, Tunis and
Sousse. Two years later, Societe Generale
opened a branch in Algeria and established
a branch in a small side street in the medina
of Casablanca in Morroco.
At the heart of Casablanca
On 19 June 1913, Societe Generale’s Board
of Directors approved the decision to begin
operations in Morocco. The country had been
at the centre of colonial rivalries and had
been made a French protectorate just a year
earlier. The first branch opened in the business district of Casablanca in order to ease
the bank’s integration into the local business networks. Until World War II, the bank
played a fairly sizeable role in financing the
Moroccan economy. It had earned the trust
of a customer base comprised of agricultural
commodity traders, encouraged the development of the country’s textile industry and
supported the development of railroads.
Resolute in its role as a pioneer, Societe Generale also contributed to the emergence of
the stock market by participating in listings,
the issuance of shares and capital investments. But its beginnings were rather modest due to the population’s marginal use of
banking services, which obviously presented
a major hurdle to its growth. The branch
network’s customers were mainly expatriate European executives, soldiers, engineers and traders, as well as French and
English companies. Nevertheless, Societe
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n 1998, National Bank of Greece merged
through absorption with its subsidiary
National Mortgage Bank of Greece S.A.,
formed as a result of the merger of two former subsidiaries National Mortgage Bank
and National Housing Bank of Greece S.A.
National Mortgage Bank was established in
1927 to provide mortgage lending services to
both public and private sector clients, with
assets and support from the National Bank
of Greece. For the next few decades, the new
bank undertook the responsibility of facilitating mortgage lending, playing an especially significant role during the post-WWII
reconstruction period in Greece.
It was in 2007 that the accession of
the National Mortgage Bank’s archives by
the Historical Archive of the National Bank
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Management, Individual Skills, Risk and
Credit, Compliance and Regulatory, Product and Technical Proficiencies, Diversity
and Inclusion, and Business Culture and
Social Responsibility.
The adaptive reuse of the stunning
location was extended to conserve the
existing lush greeneries and mature trees
within the property. Sensitive site planning
compliments the outdoor facilities including dining, brainstorming and carparking,
allowing the users to be immersed in the
natural surroundings. The multi-cuisine
restaurant, with a capacity of 120 seats,
serves meals ranging from quick working
lunches to more elaborate buffet spreads.
The adjoining lawn and pond area offers
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relaxed and cool evening cocktails or client events. Whereas the nine fully equipped
break-out rooms have seatings in the verandahs and gardens to help attendees think,
grow and be creative.
Hendon Road lies in Changi Tree Conservation Area. Consequently the precinct
of the Campus is home to a registered heritage tree, a Monkey Jackfruit (Artocarpus
Rigidus). The evergreen specie has a height
of 26 meters, a girth of 4,1 meters and a
conservation status labelled as vulnerable.
Nature lovers say Changi is the best place to
see the exotic Tanimbar Cockatoo and the
red-breasted Parakeet in the wild as they
could be found nesting in the holes on the
trees along the roads.

Picture 42: Banque Raiffeisen, Franches Montagnes Saignelégier, Extension to a listed building as part of
the urban development concept. © Banque Raiffeisen, Foto: Thomas Jantscher Architekturphotografie,
Colombier. In: eabh. 2016. ‘Architecture & Finance’. eabh bulletin: Frankfurt am Main
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as the Banque Raiffeisen, Franches Montagnes Signeléger (picture 43) or Bonn Savings Bank (picture 44) which are characterised by their deeply utilitarian features.58
Nevertheless, in New York, London,
Hongkong, Singapore or Frankfurt am
Main, the financial sector expressed its rising importance for a continuously growing
world economy in every higher and more
extravagant skyscraper buildings from the
80s until the millennium. Height conveyed
strength: ‘The gestalt of the New York financial district, the image of a great cluster of
thrusting towers, is the metaphorical expression of economic power’.59

58 Details about the architecture of these buildings can be found
These are core assets to both encourage in previous editions of the eabh bulletin series: Architecture &
Finance.
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Main
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the bank building human capital in UMI Research Press: Ann Arbor.

In the early 1990s another trend, later
enforced by the Great Financial Crises (GFC) of
2008--2018 started to get a hold on the architecture of the banking sector. After the fall out
of the crises, the image of the entire industry
suffered, which resulted in partial reorientation of the business models of some companies and strong efforts to rebuild trust. Again,
sustained through the fashion of the time, this
movement was reflected in financial buildings
that now aimed to showcase a new idealism
promoting sustainability, green architecture
or well-being at work through and within their
edifices and business models.
Looking at this issue of eabh, some of the
showcased buildings exemplify this. Schroders60 company’s new London headquarters
may look like a generic highrise building, but it
60 For details of this building please see page 112 of this edition.
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The third edition of eabh series
The 2020 eabh General ‘Architecture & Finance’ is available online.
Members’ Meeting (GMM)
DOWNLOAD
ORDER HARD COPY
Adrian Murphy (Europeana)
will take place on Monday,
talks about how organisations
19 October 2020 as a virtual
can unlock the full potential of
meeting.
The photography edition
their photography collections
eabh new series ‘Finance & Photography’
focusing on different ways to
wants to encourage the presentation of
engage European audiences
The
Academic
different approaches and connections
in digitised cultural heritage.
between the two topics. Looking forward
The lecture is concluded with Council
a case study by Patricia Alonso The Academic Council of eabh to reading about your photographic gems!
and Elena Serrano, presenting will also meet virtually on GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSIONS
Banco de España’s photogra- 19 October 2020.
phy collection, which includes
The ‘mixed’ edition
more than 20.000 items.
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Call for papers
Banking & the State
23 February 2020, Frankfurt,
Germany
This symposium will take an in
depth look at the complex relationship between the financial sector and the State. The
approach will be comparative
historical, with a particular
focus on the role of state development banks and regulatory
particularities.
Deadline for submissions: 31
August 2020
CALL FOR PAPERS

The ‘mixed’ edition gives eabh members
the opportunity to share best practice and
ideas. Send us your new research, current
projects, collection descriptions and alike!

PRESENTATIONS

eabh website
View the new design of eabh
‘blue books’ page displaying
the contents of all volumes.

Lunch hour
eabh lunch hour ‘Ultra Easy
Monetary Policy. Cure or
Curse?’ will be held in October
2020.

2021 eabh
Annual Meeting
10 - 11 June 2021
Athens, Greece
The National Bank of Greece
kindly renewed its invitation to
hold the conference ‘Finance
& Migration’ & workshop ‘Photography Collections of Financial Companies’ in June 2021
in Athens.
Save the date!
BOOKS
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Opportunity for
new scholars
eabh papers offer a chance for new
scholars in banking, financial, business
and economic history and related fields
to develop their work on track to peer
reviewed publishing.
Submission is easy!

GDPR & Historical
Archives
This workshop will take place
in 2021 in Frankfurt.

VIEW ONLINE

bankinghistory.org

